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lN'l.'RODUCTION 
"Hazard* or uncertainty, or the chance of loss, is a 
normal condition of living."l 
'the purpose of this thesis is to examine the hazards 
confronting the individual involving damage to the persons 
or property of others and to outline and evaluate the insur-
ance coverages which have been developed to provide a means 
to eliminate the monetary consequences of most of these 
hazards. 
There are two means of meeting hazards: (1) Eliminate 
the source1 (2) Eliminate the consequences. When dealing 
with individuals it is almost impossible to eliminate the 
source of the hazard due to varying characteristics of each 
individual. Education will eliminate some of the sources 
of the hazards but the remaining hazards must be comt.Jatted 
b.Y attempting to eliminate some of the consequences. 
Personal Liability Insurance is one means of eliminat-
ing some of the consequences of the hazards. It performs 
this function by providing a means of paying for losses and 
expenses resulting from claims for damages for which the in-
dividual is legally liable for having accidentally caused 
or contributed to bodily injury, including death, or to 
lKulp - Casualty Insurance, Chapter l, p. 3. 
property damage suf fe.red by any other person or persons. 
To understand how this protection is accomplished, 
it is necessary to know the outstanding hazards which con-
front. an individual and how Personal Liability Insurance 
has been developed to cope with these hazards. 
PART I 
PRINCIPLES UNDERLYIN'G THE LEGAL LIABILITY OF AN INDIVIDUAL 
A logical first step toward clarification of the 
hazards that face an individual which may be eliminated by 
Personal Liability In .... urance is to determine the circum-
stances that rnake an individual legally liable and to out" 
line various legal ramifications with respect to persons 
and property. This portion of the law which deals with the 
responsibilities of the individual resulting from improper 
conduct on his part whereby another person or his property 
is injured, whether the conduct consists of an act of 
commission or omission falls into the category of law known 
as tort liability. 
Definition of a Tort 
A tort may be defined as "a term applied to a miscel-
laneous and. more or less unconnected group of civil wrongs, 
other than breach of contract, for which a court of law 
will afford a remedy in the form of an action for damages. 
The law of torts is concerned with the compensation of 
losses suffered by private individuals in their legally pro-
tected interests, through conduct of others which is regarded 
as socially unreason~ble .... 2 Although a tort as defined in-
cludes certain intentional acts, such as assault and battery, 
no discussion: of these torts is necessary from an Insurance 
2prosser on Torts - Chapter l, p. l. 
l 
viewpoint as ar.iy intentional act committed o:,r or at the dir-
ection of the Insured is not covered by legal liabllity in-
surance. This is true even though any resulting damage is 
construed to be accidental. 
Histori~~l Background 
The historical development of tort liabili·ty dates 
back to the English cormnon law when the King• s Court was the 
only source of remedy for injuries sustained by an individual. 
The procedures of the courts were rigidly outlined and it 
was not possible to obtain compensation for injurias unless 
tho individual could fit his claim into some existing and 
recognized writ, order or mandatory process, issued in the 
name of and under the seal of the King.. As a result of 
these lirnitQtions it was often impossible to obtain justice. 
Appeals from the King's Court had to be made in per-
. , 
son to the l<ing usually through a church official who was 
the King•s spiritual advisor. This spiritual advisor could 
remedy the unjust limitations of the l<ing• s Courts by 
applying doctrines of proper and ecclesiastical behavior 
and these doctrines slowly became a part of the common law 
although even at the beginning of the .nineteenth century 
the King's writs formed the backbone of legal procedure. 
By the middle of t.~e nineteenth century these writs 
\<Tere beginning to be modified and liberalized and at last 
replaced by modern codes of law which retained the legal 
substance of the writs but permitted actions at law which 
were beyond the scope of the writs. 
As changes and development have progressed and as 
society's standards keep changing Do has the law of torts 
progressed. Since the turn of the 20th Century there 
have been several new fields of torts which have arisen., 
as in the .fields of actions for. nervous shock and mental 
suffering caused by false arrest. or public humiliation, or 
by verbal abuses. 
Torts of the Individual 
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Through this period of development three elements 
have appeared as the basic factors in determining the lia-
bility of an individual for his wrongful conduct which re-
sults in injury to others. An individual may be considered 
legally liable for damages if any of these threa elements 
are present: 
l. :t-Iegligence. 
2. Absolute Liability. 
3. Private Nuisance. 
Negligence. 1::re9li9ence may be defined as u the omis-
sion. t.o do something which a reasonable man, guided by those 
considerations which ordinarily regulate the conduct of 
human af.fai.rs ~"Ould do, or doing something which a reasonable 
and prudent rr.an would _not do." 3 
Negligence for which an individual is held legally 
liable results w'nen all o.f the following conditions are 
3Kulp - Casualty Insurance. Chapter 4, p. 47. 
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present: 
l. There must exist a legal duty to exerc1ae reason• 
able care. 
2. There must be a failure to exerci.;;;e that care. 
3. l'here must be no intent to cause injury. 
4. AS a :result 0£ this failure to exercise reason-
able care an innocent party mu~t be injured. 
Reasonable care is the care an ordinary, prudent man, 
w1lo represents a community ideal of .reasonable behavior, 
would exercise in a 9ivan situation. For instance, a land-
J.ord ik-> expected to keep his Sidewalk in safe condition. 
He is not ordinarily expected to go out and clean his side-
walk at the height of a snowstorm although he is expected 
to clear it within several days after the storm. The fail• 
ure to excerciae thiu reasonable· care cannot be accompanied. 
by an intention to cause injury, as an act with such a 
motive is a crime and not a tort. 
Defenses Against Negligence. Finally, the injured 
party must be entirely free of fault in order to recover, 
otherwise tho negl1gont party has several defenses he can 
uae. Two of these defenses against negligence actions arei 
l. 11 Asswnption of risk" 
2. t•contributory ne9li9ence11 
The assumption of risk.refers to a situation in 
which the plaintiff with full knowledge of the risk involved 
voluntarily enters into some activity which plaees himself 
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in danger. The legal posit.ion is that under circumstances 
such as this the defendant is under no duty to protect the 
plaintiff. The best example of this is the spectator at 
a baseball game assum.inc;; the risk of being hit by a base-
ball. 
The other main defense in a negligence action, that 
of contributory negligence, means that t11e plaintiff• s own 
con.duct is unreasonable under the circumstances. The plain-
tiff in no way intends to relinquish bis right to recovery 
but the law refuses to allow him to shift to another party 
the blame for a loss when the plaintiff hilr~elf is in part 
responsible. There is ne9l19ence on both the plaintiff and 
the defendant in such cases. 
There is al.so, at present, in a few states• statutes 
which classify negligence into "degrees of negli9ence0 
and apportion damages according to how much greater the 
defendant.•s ne9li9ence is than the plaintiff's. Thus, under 
these statutes, if the defendant•s fault is found to be 
twice as 9.reat as the plaintiff•s, the plaintiff will re-
cover t.\«>-thirde of his damages •. '.fhi:.:; classification of 
negligence is known as the "doctrine of comparative negli• 
gencen and i~ seldom used in common law. 
Negligence Liabili.ty of Employers. One of the 
separate divisions of negligence law is that of master and 
servant. The Liability of the Employer for injuries sus-
tained by his employees due to the Employer•s negligence 
6 
is an important part of the com."non law today. 
Until 1037, the rights of the employee against his 
E"..mployer were the same as any other member of the public, 
but following the case of Priestly vs. Fowler a new intor-
pretation of the relationship between master and servant 
arose which placed serious limitations on the rights of 
workmen. 
Under this new interpretation, which soon became 
a new branch of the common law" the master or employer had 
three defenses in resisting suits for damages arising out 
of occupational injuries. These three defenses ~-ere: 
l. The doctrine of common employment or the fellow• 
sarvant rule which stated that ir the employee was injured 
as a result of the negligence of a fellow-servant, he was 
barred from the right to recovery on the assumption that 
by ~rorking with such a person he assumed the risk of the 
fellow-servant's actions. 
2. The doctrine of the assumption of risk which 
stated that the employee assumed the ordinary hazards of 
industrial injury and thereby waived any claims for damages 
in caae of injury due to unsafe working conditions. 
3. The defense of contributory negligence which 
stated that if an employee who was injured through the 
negligence of his employer and was in any \'lay guilt~· of 
neglect himself would have difficulty in pursuing any ac-
tion against his employer. 
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'l'hese defenses were so harsh on the employee that 
beginning with the English law of lU80 they ~mre modified 
by court dacisiona and statutes in favor of the workmen. 
The contributory negligence rule \'lt!S changed in some 
states to the doctrine of comparative negli5ence, t.hc 
follow-servant rule wao restricted to nctiona 0£ immediate 
:f ello\rworkera and. foreman and managers were no longer 
considered in this class. Failure to co1;iply w.i.th safety 
statutes was mo.do primm-facie evidence of an employer's 
negligence and other burdens were placed on th.a. employer. 
'l'his system -.-ms ver'i unsat.ia:facto=:y because of var-
ious state and court. interpretations alld as a result, ~ms 
one of tlle important factors in the development of Workmen•s 
Compensation Insurance. However, becauaa of the court's 
views on the mast.er-servant relationship the need for 
Employer's Linl.Jllit:.y Insurance is still an important.one 
today. 
~.bsolute _Liabilit:y. 'l'he second element. in dete2:min-
ing the liabilit:;y of an i11dividual, the doctrine of abso-
lute liability, is considerably different frora tho doctrine 
of negligence. Ab$olute liability is liability imposed · 
on the individual by law although there is no 0 fault0 on 
the part of the individual. 
This liability arises even though the individual's 
conduct ie socially desirable. The conduct is not treated 
as wrongful in itself and is not. prohibited in advance but 
a 
due to the unusual g.ravi ty of the ri~k the individual 1s 
held absolutely liable for resulting injuries or damage. 
Liability for anirrials is perhaps the best example 
of absolute liability. Thus the owner of an animal of a 
kind which is likely to do harm to the property of others 
if it escapes, is liable without negligence for any dam-
age it may do to the property or to the person of another. 
N:any states have statutes imposing strict liability on 
animal owners such as Connecticut's Oog Statute which 
imposes strict liability for all damage done by dogs. 
The keeping of vicious animals such as lions, be;:u:·s, 
tigers or wolves or other inherently dangerous practices 
such as storing quantities o:f dynamite or inflammable 
'liquids on one•s premises also fall into this category 
and invoke absolute liability on the individual. 
Private Nul.sance. The last element# that of pri-
vate nuisance, is a term applied to unreasonable inter-
ference with the interest of an individual in the use or 
enjoyment of land. 
·Tha o~mersh1p of land involves not only the right 
to maintain the property itself but also the right to com-
fort and convenience in occupying the land. 'l'hus any 
interference with personal comfort such as the dog nemt 
door howling at night is considered in the nuiuance clas-
sification. 
There are an infinite number of ways by which the 
right to enjo::/rnent of land may be invaded. A private 
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nuisance may consiat of pC>llution of a stream or unpleasant 
odors from a nearby :factory. Likewise it may consist of 
loud noises or s~oka or gas from some nearby source. It 
may also consist of an interference! with the physical con-
dit.ioi1 of the land i tacl.f as by blasting which damages a 
houue or by vibration frorn nearby machines whic!l cauLJes dis-
com:fort c:i.nd possible damage to the property. · 
l·mother phaso of nuisance, a li ttla Inore modern in 
origin is known ~s the «Attractive H\lis;:ince Doctrine." 
'l'h.ia is a phasa of the la·w which tends to protect children 
from objects which irresistibly att:;:act them. 
On~ of the earlier cascs'which occurred in England 
in 1B41, c;:i:no about wh~n a child climbed upon a cart which 
had been left unattended 111 the highway. After .remaining 
there for awhile he attempted to jum;;> off when another boy 
caused the horse to move and the cart to run over him.. The 
child had n;:> right to be on the cart and was the.refore a 
trespasser, how~ver1 suit was instituted and the court ruled 
that the driver w.:is careless in leaving the cart unattended 
and that thia carelessness was rcsponoible for the ch1ld 1 s 
injury. r;rhus, 1 t was said that t.'lo trespass should bo over-
looked and the driv~r•s er:iployer tihould pay £o:r: the result.-
ing inj ur:l • 
'l'hc essence o! the doctrirn; craated by this case is 
that it is tha duty of the individual "to take such pre-
cautions as a reasonably prudent person would take to prevent 
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injury to children of t:.endor ;{ear.a whom it is know.n are 
accustomed. t.o rc;;sort. t:.o the location or who r.nay, by reas.::in 
A 
come the.re to play. •t "' 
'I'he functio.n of legal l~aJ:iil.i tx insuranca t·rom a 
personal liability viewpoint. i~ to protect individuals frOr\\ 
catYstrophic lozsos caused by ne9l.19cnco in their relot..ions 
there is justified legal ac:t.J.o.t1., lt does not intend to 
cover moral ohl.igatioaa although it w.i.ll defend 'Che J.naui:-ed 
.in court from fraudulent claim:.:> brou9ht against him. 'l1l1is 
ii::; one of the outstanding vJ.rtuea of personal liab.1.l..i.ty in-
au.ranee.. Under the conditioua whicl1 prevail t.O"Jay the cost. 
An analysia of tho coverage provided by pe.reonal 
liability insurance neces:.>it.ates a review of t..'1.e type$. of 
personal liability coverage which may ba obt.ai11ed, and the 
reason ar•d justification for offering the~e coverages to .the 
public. 
P1Ul'!' lI 
Et'\RLY FORMS OF .PERSONJ\L I,L'\.BILl'!"":l Il:;SUAANCE 
Personal Liability Insurance has been developed to 
provide insurance protection for indiv1duals for damages to 
third parties resulting from the individual's tortious con-
duct,. Thia iru~ura11ce, although fairly recen·t in origin, has 
undergone numerous changes ancl con.atant ravit;ion and as a 
background to the comprehensive Personal Liability Policy 
in £orce today, it is necessary to review the early forms 
of Person.al Liability Inuurance coverages from the standpoint 
of coverages available, limitationfi and price .. 
The early forms of .Personal Liab11ity Insurance were 
for the most port, limited to specific coverages for specific 
hazards. As late as 1928" there was no policy wh.i.oh would 
provide coverage for ~very personal act of an i.ndi.vi.dunl .. 
The companies recognized only the main hazards which con-
fronted an individual and separate policies or special en-
dorsements were u~ed to provide the necessary coverage. 
soocifi,.c cove:raqes 
The specific coverages available prior to 1928 con-
sisted of Residence Liability" Dog Liabllity, Golfers• 
L.iabili:ty or Sports liability, and aicycle and Rowboat 
Liability. Tho basic limits of liability for these cove.r-
ages were: (l) $5,000 on account of bodily injury to or 
ll 
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denth o.f any one person and subject: to the smne limit for 
Gacb person, $10,000 on account of bodily injuries to or 
death of more tllan one person in any one accide11t. (2) 
$1,000 on accou11t. of danmge to or destruction of property 
of others in any one accident. Increased limita were avail-
able at appropriate increased rates. 
A description of each of these coverages and t.be 
premium charge required at basic liraits follows: 
p.._eai!1,ence Liabili tz 
Residence Liability coverage provided indemnifica-
tion for the liabili·ty of the insured as own.er or leasee 
of a private reaidence {includit19 siclewalks and other t1ays 
adjacent to t.he private residence) and also inciuded cover-
age for ordinary ~lterations and repairs of the premi~es, 
provided the named insured resided. in the ree1,1enae. 
Prendum C'riars~h Bodily lnj ury only - ~s. 00 per 
residence. Property Damage coverage for residence l.iabil-
i ty was not part of the rating manual prior to 1934. 
P.<Xi Li~bilitX 
Dog Liability provided inde.'ltn!fj.cation for the lia-
bility of the insured as the owner of a .dog. ...rt1e coverage 
applied only to claims arising out of accidents which oc-
curred away from the assured*s premises. For covera90 on 
the prm~ises, a residence liability policy was necessary. 
,fremium, ~1ar5a. Bodily Injury - $5.00 per dog .. 
Property oamage - $5.00 per d09. 
l.J 
golf1i:s • gnbiJi,.t,tx 
Golfers• Liability provided .irldem.r.J..fication for tho 
liability of the insured ag-aJ.nat loss arising or resulting 
frora claims for darr.ages on account of bodily injury or death 
or property ®w.aga suffered by any peroon or persoi:i.a as tlle . 
result of an accident by reason of practice or part.ic.1.paUon 
Ln any game of golf. 
,P,rcin1um, .Qtn:rgs;:. Bodily lnJurjr .. $3.30 per person. 
Property Damage .... $2.SO pel:' person. 
Sports µabiliFZ: 
Sports Liability providad ~nilcnui1£ication for .the 
liability 0£ the ~nsured against loss arising or resultin9 
from clai.'TIS for damages on account of bodily injury. daatll 
or property dai..::.a9e suffered by any pt1rf.;011 or person.$ as the 
result of an accident by reaso..~ of practice or ,partic!pa-
tion in any 9ar.ie of 9olf1 baseball, L~.sket.ball, foot.ball, 
hockey, polo, tennis or any other athletic sports or games. 
This inSurance <1.i.d not <:over accidents aris1:ng out 
of .. tbe ownership, maintenance OX" use of aircraft, auto• 
mobiles, bicycles* boats, firearms; mo·torcycles ,or a$ml.s 
other than polo ponies while engaged in pract:iai.ng or pla.t-
i.ng polo. 
J?remium Clmrue. Bodily Inju;;t .. i.i5.00 pe.- peri.ion, 
Property D&.mage • $2.50 per person. 
B;Lc:x,cle·and nowboat Liab1lit¥ 
The Bicycle and Rowboat Liability provided indemnifi-
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cation for the liability of the insured as owner or user of 
bicycles, tri·cycles and rowboats except for racing or pro:... 
fessio:nal use. 
No manual rates· prior to 1934. 
Assuming that a per&On desired all of the above cover-
ages except Golfers• Liability, \.1hich \-w-as covered under the 
sports Liability POlicy, the total prai":ll.i.um charga at basic 
limits \'l'Ould have baen aa follows: 
Residence and Sw1U1'ter Home • $10.00 - .BCK11ly Injury only. 
one Dog - $ s.oo - Bodily Injury 
Sports Liability 
Huaband and Spouse 
Rowboat - usual charges 
- $ s.oo - Property Damage 
$10.00 - Bodily Injury 
$ 5. 00 - Property Da.mage 
- ~ 2.50 - Bodily Injury 
- 2 2tJ,i~ - Property Darrtage 
Total Cost of Insurance ••• $40.00 
Altl';i,ough the p~amium c;:harge for all of these cover-
ages was high, many individual policies or combinationa of 
coverages ware written by the casualty companies. i'h.ere was 
no standardization and no t'WO policies wf.:lre ali.ke1 in many 
cases the policies were •1 tailormaele'* to fit the needs ot tl1e 
assured. However, coverage for pe.r&0nal acts other tlian 
those spEtcifically insured, was oot available and no rating 
basis was established. 
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.First Coveraae for Personal Acts 
in 1928, the General Accident and Liability Insur-
ance Company, Limited, of Zurich,, Switzerland issued a policy 
covering residence liability, dog liability and saddle horse 
liability, gun liability (covering target practice, self• 
defense or hunting), sports liability,· bicycle and rowboat 
liabilit~· and personal acts of the individual. 
The annual premium at basic limits for th~s coverage 
was $30.00, and if dog liability, horse liability and gun 
liability were excluded, the annual premium charge was re-
du.ced to $15.00. 
i1he insuring Agreements covering personal acts of the 
insured read as follows: 
"Th.is policy, subject to all conditions, e.."'<Clusions, 
and limitations hereinbefore or hereinafter set forth. shall 
be considered to cover the liability 0£ the. assured 
(1) as participa11.t in an accidental event x-esultin9 
in bodily injury to or death of al:'..other person or other per-
son~, such as colliding while walking or running in the 
street. causing a person to slip or £all on sidewalk or from 
vehicle, also including injuries to eyes or otherwise from 
umbrella, cane or other object. carried or used by the as-
sured, and other occurrences of a similar nature. 
(j) as participant in the accidental damage to or 
destruction of property of another person or other persons, 
such as starting fires by lighted cigars, cigarettes or 
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matches, breakage of articles of value and other occurrences 
of a similar nature." 
Shortly after this policy appeared, the other casualty 
companies followed with similar policies, all of which pro-
vided coverage for personal acts of the insured. However, 
there were still no standard rulea or regulations. 
St~mdardization 
In 1932, after extensive study of the records of 
rneraber companies, the I:iational Bureau of casualty Underwriters 
set forth a uniform program for the writing of personal lia-
bility 1nsuranoe which included the followin9 Insuring 
li.greements: 
~nsurin9 Agreements: The policy shall coverr 
l. The legal l.i.abil1ty of husband and wife, and 
relatives of either, if any living in hi~ household, with 
respect to both personal injuries and property damage re• 
sulting from all of the activities nnd hazards for which 
coverage is provided in the policy. 
2. •me legal l.iability of husband and wife for all 
accidents caused by their minor children and resulting from 
any of th.a activities and hazards covered in the policy, 
either separately or in combination. 
3. The legal liability of husband and wife for ac-
cidents both on and away from the insured premises caused 




The rule required the \-lriting of Bodily Injury Lia-
bility with Property Damage Liabilit~1 on an optional basis# 
and also required coverage for• 
l. The private residence actually occupied by the 
insured. 
2. Sports Liability* which covered accidents caused 
by the insured to any person or persons: 
(a) while part.icipatin.g or practicing in tu1y 
athletic contest or g.ame. 
(b) while engaged in fishii1g* hunting, target 
practice and-the use of firearms in connection therewith. 
(c) while using,, for other than co1mnercial pur-
poses, saddle aniil".als not owned by tl1a insured, with or 
without vehicles attached. 
{d) while using, for other than commercial pur-
poses, bicyclesf canoes, or rowboats, except own.ad canoes 
or rowboats 'When equ.ipped with portable outboard motors. 
(e) while using power or sailboats not ow.nod 
or charted by the insured. 
3. Personal acts and activitiea of the insured ·not 
otherwise provided for. 
A comparison of this coverage to the separate covar-
a9es offered on a specific basis stresses the advancement 
made in providing for the needs of the individual. All of 
the specific coverages 'ttere combined in.to t.tie one contraet 
with the exception of Dog Liability which was an optional 
coverage and .could be added by endorsement. 
E.xcluaions 
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Although the new policy provided many advantages by 
the combination of coverages, many of the exclusions in tho· 
individual policies were carried over and the total number 
0£ exclusions was quite impressive as can be seen from the 
following i 
The coverages did not apply: 
l. 'ro tha Legal Liability of the insured for bodily 
injuries to employees except es respects coverage for Sports 
Liability. 
2. To the Legal. Liability of the insured with res-
pect to bodily injuries and property damage because of the 
insured 1 s business, occupational pursuits or the rendex-ing 
of professional services or the omission thereof. 
3. To Aircraft Public Liability and Property Damage 
a\'lay from the. insured'a premises. 
4. TO Automobile Public Liability and Property Dam-
age away from tbe.insured's premises. 
5. To contractual Public Liability and .Property 
Damage. 
6. To Elevator Public Liability or Property Damage. 
7. ixo Teams Liability, except as provided under 
sports Liability. 
s. 'l'O Legal Liability of the insured for bodily 
injuries or property damage away from the insured's premises 
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causad by dogs, draft or saddle animals owned by the in-
sured, other than polo ponies, whJ.l.e engaged in and prac-
ticing or playing polo. 
9. TO Legal Liability of the insured for bodily in-
jury or property d&-nage While using6 for commercial pur-
poses, bicycles, canoes or rowboats when equipped wi.t.h 
portable outboard motors or power, or sailboats owned or 
chartered by the i.nsured. 
lO. To i.nj ury to or destruction of property owned, 
l.eaaed, occupied, uued by,, or in the care. custody or con-
trol of the .insured or any of b.i.s emp1oyeea. 
ll. To Legal Liability of tho insured caused by ' 
operations of independent contractors, tl1eir agents or 
their employees. 
Rating 
A single flat charge \,,~s established to cover all 
hazards of the policy. This rating basis of the new policy 
was a decided improvenient over tb.e set chargea which had 
applied whe11 each cove.rage was written separately. There 
were. a few unusual features which deserve attention as 
they indicate the insurer•s viewpoint on th• hazards at that 
time. 
'rhe basic charges for ~5,000/10,000 bodily injury 
limits a.nd $1, ODO property damage limits were $15.00 bod-
ily injury and $5.00 property damage with an additional 
charge of $2.50 bodily .injury and ~2.50 propert~l damage for 
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each additional residence occupied by the insured. or by 
the insured's employees. but not residences rented to 
others. All residences on the insured's premises had to 
be covered. Residences located away from the insured's 
pi"E;?misea could be covered at the opt.ion of the insured •. 
It migh.t. be well to point out one of the shortcom-
ings of the policy in connection with residences of the 
i11sured. As stated above, for an additional residence 
occupied by the insured, the premiurn charge was $2.50. 
bodily injury and $2.50 property damage, but this did not 
include residences rented to others •. Those residences 
rented to others had to be covered on the regular owner•e 
Landlord's and Tenants Coverage.with a $5.00 bodily injury 
and $2.50 property damage charse• This.appears to be in-
consistent with the idea of eliminating the .rnany separate 
policies, but the attitude at the tirrie ·was that an entirely 
different exposure was involved than that contemplated by 
the Personal Liability Policy and that any commercial busi-
ness of an insured should be covered under a separate 
policy. 
There is another unusual feature wh.ich was set. £orth 
in the rating of property damage coverage. All property 
daxr~9e coverage on residences waa required to carry a $10.00 
per accident deductible clause. 
The companies at the time were proceeding with cau-
tion as no one knew exactly what types of clairns were in 
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the offing. By the application of a $10.00 property dam-
age deductible,. they intended to eliminate the nuisance 
hazard of small property damage claims. 
w11en this pol.icy was authorized,. the $10.00 prop-
erty damage deductible \17as undoubtedly justified if all of 
the facts are taken into consideration. No company bad 
any vast experience to rely on end each company had onJ.y 
from 50 to 100 of these policies on their books. As prop-
erty damage \-.as an optional. coverage, and with no law of 
larga numbers to provide diversification,. the possibilities 
0£ adverse selection were great. Individuals with dogs or 
children ~-e.re much more likely to desire property damage 
coverage to cover claims involving broken windows or 
trampled gardanu than were individuals with no children or 
dogs. Xf the property damage coverage had been a required 
coverage, 1t is quite possible that the need for a deduct-
ible feature would have been eliminated. 
OE,tio11a l, coverages 
The three optional coverages under t.11e new policy 
weret 
l. Dog Liability a~my from the insured premises. 
$5.00 per dog bodily injury and $5.00 per dog property dam ... 
age. saddle animals - private - not rented to others. 
$5.00 per animal bodily injury and ~2.50 per animal prop-
erty damage. The deductible feature did not apply to 
theao coverages. 
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2. Legal Liability of minor child:t."en, regardless 
of age, with respect to all &ct.t.vitics and hazards covered 
under the poliC!t• ~l.OO per child bodily inJur1 and $1 .. 00 
per child propert.-y e:1al!W.9e. 
3. .&nployer•s Liability coverage for damestic ser-
vants. Employer•s Liabil.ity coverage including f.1.rst medi-
cal aid, $1.00 par servant, $2.SO per private chauffeur. 
Apal,veia of ,MajoF Chtmg<af:.t 
An analysis of the development of Personal Li.ability 
I.n>:::uranoo from 1~28 to 1932 shows that the companies had 
made three major changes. Firstly, they combined all of the 
specific coverages into one policy. secondly. they added 
coverage for personal acts of the insured, not specifically 
defined. 'rhirdly, they reduced the coat of the J.nauran.ce to 
the point where tl1e average individual could afford it. 
pha.nge!_. During the next 10 years, the only changes 
in the basic provisions and in the rating basis set forth 
by the ~:rational Bureau of casualty Uru:1erwriters were: The 
elimination of the $10.00 property damage deductible: the 
inclusion of coverage for additional dwelling~ not occupied 
by the inf;>uredt the i..'1.clusion of relatives of the husl>and. 
or wife under the age of 21 who lived in the same household 
aa named insured.a. 
This does not mean tllat the companies were satiaf.ied, 
how·ever, for on January ll,, 1943, the Z>lational nureau of 
cnaua1tl'' Under,,-rit.ers put into effect a air.lplified anrl 
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broadened Personal Liability Insurance program under the 
title °Comprehensive Personal Liability Insurance ... 
This new policy was the result of increased demand 
for the coverages. Thia demand gave the Bureau a large 
number of insureds a.11d the necessary premiu.-n and loss fig-
uras from which they could develop a premium commensurate 
with the actual experience. 
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PART III 
THE COMPREHEHS!VE PERSONAL LIJ'\DILl'l~ POLICY 
pcfini tion of Cornprphcnsi ve 
The word 11 comprehensiva", according to Webster's 
Dictionary, means .. .Incluclinq much; comprising many tilings; 
having a wide scope ••• ~"• This is indeed a £1-tting defini-
tion \.lhen used ii1 connect.ion with the Comprehensive Person-
al Liability Policy authorized in January, 1943. 
The Personal Liability Policy, prior to that date, 
was comprised of many coverages but the scope of the cover-
age was limited to scheduled items. The new Comprehensive 
Personal Liability Policy included more details, such as 
wider coverages and much broader scope than any previous 
Personal Liability Policy. 
Broadened Scone of Covcraae 
The most radical change was in the scope of coverage. 
The new Comprehensive Personal :Liability Policy contem-
plated that certain basic coverages must be included in the 
policy and must be paid for if e~tposures for these coverages 
existed. However, -if the hazards included in this basic 
coverage did not exist at the time tho policy wa.s issued, 
but arose subsequently, these hazards would be automatically 
covered withou.t premium charge until ~'le ne.;.xt anniversary 
of the Policy. The scopo had b~en widened from scheduled 
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items to automatically include all items in the basic cover-
age. 
The hazards wl1ich constituted the basic coverages 
under the policy can be divided into three groupai l?l."emiaes; 
Paraofl..,;-'ll Activit.ias~ Other Liabilit1os. 
'lhe Prcm1ses group cover3d the principal residence 
and other residenoea o.n the premises for tho use of guests 
or servants. It included other locations owned by the in-
sured for his o\..:rt. personal resid.once and rented resi.doncea 
used temporarily b:t' the insured. c-.arages and stables in-
cidental to t11e residences we.re covered as ~1011 as vacant 
land not used for f~ming or business purposes. The final 
pra'Tlisea covered were individual or faruily cemetery plots 
or burLal vaults. 
~he personal activities thnt ~Jere cove.red eonaisted 
of practicing, participa.ting or 9ivin9 instructions 1n 
athletics or $ports1 fishing. hunting or tnrget practice 
and the. use of f1rearms for these purposesr other personal 
activitieaf not professional or business, including lia-
bility for acts of minor children or servants and, last; 
the uae of bicycl.e$ on or away fro.'ll the premises fox non-
business purposes. 
The third group of hazards covered under the basic 
coverage compr.iued another radical dt1tparturo from the old 
Personal Liability Policy as J.t incl.uded several coverages 
previously excluded. 
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Coverage was provided fcrs DOgs, saddle or driving 
animals end teams on or away from tllti prer~li$eSI canoes or 
rowboats With er without. outboard motors on or away from 
the prem:i,sesr coill:.:.ractual liallil..i.ty J:elati119 tQ the pr0m-
isea1 products liability for products not sold tu c::or ... 'lec-
tion with bUeiness qperat.ion.s: maintenance. repair or alter-
ations of preinises, or con~t.ruction of new r~si~ence for 
the ins~ed's use at. premises covered by the poUc:tt, lia-
bility for accidents occw:.-ing on residence premiaea after 
having been aold .. 
It is interesting to no~ that this policy providec.1 
for aut.onlatic coverage of the above ha~ds if t.b.ey arove 
after the .t.neop,tion of the poUcy even though the previ.ou~ 
policies had excluded coverage for several of th$ hazard$ 
such as contractual 1J.ability relating to prami.ses, dogs 
and horses away from the prei.ili.siee., canoes or rowooate 
equipped wi.~"l outboard motors, tea.'1ls liability, product. 
liab1.lity and liability in connect.ion with independent con-
tractors,. 
.Not.withstan._t.:U.ns these broad changes, the new policy 
offered tiu:ee new cove:i:ages 1n addi,.tion to the BOdil.y %t1-
jury Liability and Property .oarriago LiaJJility. These cover-
ages, Promises .tiedi<:al Payme.nts, &nplo:tars• Liability* and 
.&nployers• Medical Payments were on an optional baf.lis as 
was the Property Damage Liability. 'J:h& Insuring A9roen1ents 
read as fallows: 
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l. cove.rage 1\ - Dodij.y Inj?Jr'i L;!.,ab;t!i£.i' 
'rl'le Co..'11p8ny agrees· • t.o pay · on behalf of the 
in.Gured all sum~ which the insured shall be obligated to 
pay by reason of the liability imPOaed upon him by J.aw, or 
the liability of others assumed by lU.nt under written con-
tract relating to the premises, for damages, including dalll-
ages for care and loss o:f services* beaaus;;;e of bod.ily tn-
j ury, sickne.ss or di8ease, including death at a11y time re-
sulti.ng t.herefro111, auntained by any person or peruons and 
caused .by accident." · 
a. covcrag!) £} - P:ropgr:!;y P.iffi!ge Jii!fiiliQ! 
'?ho Company agrees .. to pay on behalf of the in-
sured all swas wbich the .insured shall become obligated to 
pay by reason of the 1.t.abil.i:ty imposed upon him by law, or 
the liabJ.ll.ty o:f others assumed by him under w.ritte.n con-
tract relating to tha premises,· fol: dWiW9:tlS because of .it.>:-
jury to or destruction of prope:r:ty, including loss of use 
thereof* caused by accidant,." 
3. coverage , .c .... .Pr~mis,e@ M(.>d~Ssl .1Uxm@P.t:Ji 
IJ.'he Company agrees "to pay to or tor each: f>eJ'.SOn 
who sustains t>-~dily injury, sickness or disease, caused by 
accident, while on the premises with the permission of .an 
tnsu.red, or while elsewhere if the ecoident. arises out o.f 
the premises or a condition in the wa:ls inimed1ately adjoin• 
ing. the reasa.nable tmpense Qf necessary mwi1cal, surgical. 
ambulance, hospital and professional nursing services .und, 
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in the event of death resulting f~on auch injury, sicr..nesa, 
or disease, the reasonable funeral expense, all incurred 
within one year from the date of accident." 
4. Covarage D - &~ployers• Liab~liti 
The Company agrees 0 to pa~l on behalf of· the in-
sured all sums which the insured ellall become obligated to 
pay by reason of tha liabil1ty··imposed upon him by law for 
damages, including damages for care and loss of services, 
because of bodily injury, sickness, or disease, including 
death at any time resulting therefrom4 sustained b~{ any 
residence employee of an insured while engaged in the employ-
ment of the insured·o.nd caused by accident.n 
5. Coverage B - EinElo~ers• Medical ~a~ent§ 
The Company agrees 11 to pay to or for each resi-
dence employee of an insured 'tmo sustains bodily injury, 
sickness or dis.ease, caused by accident~ while on the prem-
ises or on the ways immediately adjoinin9, or while else-
where, if engaged in the e.'nployment of the insured, the 
reasonable expense 0£ 11ecessary medical, surgical, ambulance, 
hospital and professional nursing aerviees and, in tha 
event of death resulting from such injury, sickness or dis-
ease, the reasonable funeral a.~pense., all incurred within 
one year from the date of accident." 
,r.::om12arison of Abova.,..cpverziqes 
A comparison of .the insuring ogreentents for Cover-
ages A and B to the insuring agreements for the previous 
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Personal Liabi1i. ty Pol.icy bears out the tenden.01' of the 
companies to broaden coverage wherever possible. ln a.ddi-
t.ion to coverage for bodily injury and property damage. 
tho agreements included coverage for contractual liability. 
relating to the premise& and for damage for ca.re and loss 
of ae.rvioes suffered by the third party, and furthermore~ 
omitted any mention of accidents caused by minor children, 
as minor children were covered as na..~ed insureds under the 
naw policy. 
Of the remaining three coverages. only the &nployers• 
Li.ability coverage provided under Coverage D of the policy 
was not comparatively nGw to Personal Liability Insurance. 
Tliis coverage was an optional coverage under tile previous 
Personal Liability policies and had to .be added by endorse-
ment:., but the inclusion of Employers• Liability Coverage 
as one of the in,suring agreements of the Comprehensive 
Personal Policy was another step forward in eliminating 
the many separate coverages. 
Coverage S, Employers• Medical Payments, originated. 
in 1940 on an optional basis for Personal Liability poli-
cies which included Employers• Liability cova1:age. 'l"he 
intent of this coverage was to provide voluntary medical 
payments for employees injured while working for the in-
sured regardless of whether or not there was any liability 
on the part of the insured. 
Coverage c, Pre.;i:\ises M.edical Payment~. appearing 
L ___ ------- --- -----------------
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for the first time on the new Comprehensive Personal Policy 
as an insuring agreement, originated in 1942 for personal 
liability coverage. This coverage provided expenses for 
medical, surgical, hospital and nursing ilervices for guests 
and other members of the publ.ic injured while on the prem-
ises with insured•s permission, regardless of the insured's 
negligence. 
Qthar Insuring Agreemen~s 
The ~three other insu.ring agreements of the new Com-
prehensive Personal Policy provided for Dofanse, settlement 
and Supplementary Payments by the company, defined the word 
0 Insured", and .limited the territOX"J'• 
The Defense, settlement and supplementary payments 
agreement was, by this time, usual to liability policies. 
;tt provideQ. that the conipany 'W'Ould: 
l. defend the insured against any suit alleging 
injury and seeking darnagea whether the suit was fraudulent 
or not. 
2. pay all premiums on bonds to release attachments. 
3. pay all prem.iuma on appeal bonds. 
4. pay all .costs taxed against the insured in any 
such suit. 
s. pay all expenses incurred by the company. 
6. pay all i.nterest accruing after entry of judg-
ment. 
7. pay all e.."(penses incurred by the inSured for such 
L_ 
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immediate a.nd surgical relief to others as shall be i.r.1pera-
ti ve at the time of accident. 
B. reimburse the insured for all reasonable e.'l<penses 
except loss of earnings, incurred at the company's request. 
Any payments incurred under this insuring agreement 
"WOre in addition to tho appl~cable limit of liability of 
the policy. 
The definition of 1' Insured" \vtlS broadened to .include 
nt.he named insured and also, if residents of his household, 
l1is spouse and relatives of eithe.r under the age of 21 years, 
and with respect to any dog or horse owned by the insured, 
any person or organization legally responsible therefor.It 
'I'he territory covered by the policy was limited to 
the United States of America, its te.rr!tories or possessions# 
Canada and Newfou11dland • 
.QPt.i;onal Coveracies 
In addition to the coverages available under the in-
suring a9reements of the policy, there.were several option-
al coverages which could be added by endorsement for proper 
adclt tional charges. 
Mglt members of the insured•s household could bo 
added as named insureds. As the definition o:f insured in-
cluded only the relatives of the hueband and spouse under 
the a9a of 21, any adult member of the household had to be 
added by endorsement and an additional premium had to be 
paid. 
3.2 
Residence glass coverage was available by endorse-
ment covering the replacement. of fixed gl.ass in the resi-
dence adcidently broken by any cause except fire or war. 
Coverage was also available, up to $200, on golf 
equipment and olothing for loss by fire, theft~ traneport-
a tion and accidental .breakage occurring an:y'Where outside 
the insured's residence. 
Non-comprehensive Liability coveraqa for one or two 
family dwell.in-gt.ii owned .and rented to others or held for 
rental to others was available by endorsement. The use of 
the word Non-Comprehenaive meant that such coverage applied 
only to the specific res.ide.nc:e included on the endorsement. 
with no automatic coverage for similar residences obtained 
during the policy period •. 
Exclusions 
'!'he exclusions of a liebili t~1 poli,cy fall into four 
categoriess 
1. Exclusions relating to cove.rages which cannot 
be written on liability policies. 
2. Exclusions ~elating to coverages which can b$ 
provided by endorsement on the same policy. 
3. Exclusions relating to coverages which can be 
provided by another form of liability policy. 
4. Exclusions relating to specific hazards for 
which coverage is provided elsewhere in the same policy. 
Applying these four categories to the e.xclusions of 
L ______ - --- --------
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tl1e Comprehensive Personal PolicJi· provides an. understanding 
of the reason £or each exclusion. 
E:';~clus,ion ~a}. irbe first exclusion of t.he Comprehen-
sive Personal Policy, falling under the third category above. 
excluded coverage for contractua.l liability except for con-
tracts relating to the premises covered by the policy. 
Contractual liability other than lease of premises would 
£all under bu~;;iness oper<ltions ()f the insured, and as such 
would have to be covered under a ~eparate liability policy. 
Exclusion (b}.. Exclusion (b) .stated that the pol.icy 
did not apply under Coverage A to bodily injury to or death 
of any employee of the insured while 'WOrking for the inuured, 
or to any obligation for which the insured could be held 
l.i.able under any workmen's compensation Law. 
This exclunion was necessary as Employers• Liahil.it.y 
coverage was optional and could be provided under c~verage 
O of the policy. The exclusion with regard to Worlmlen'a Com-
pensation relieved the company of any o.Pligation if \'torkmen•s 
Compensation was mandatory for all employers under the . 
state law. Many states• Compenaation Acts provided tha~ 
Workmen•$ Compensation coverage for one, t.-w'O or three e.r.1-
ployees was optional for the employer, and in such caaes 
the Employers Liability coverage of the Comprehensive 
Personal Policy would provide protection for the employers• 
legal liability t.Q his ei.~ployees. However, if the state 
act placed all employees wtthin its provisions, the e.i~ployer 
L_ ____________ --- -
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would have to have t'lorkmen•s Compensation coverage which in-
cludC;..'d E.":1ployers• Liability cmverage4 thereby removing the 
need for Employers• Liability coverage under the Comprehen-
sive Personal Policy. 
E{:c:\yyion ·.{cl. 'l'he third e}:clusion stated that the pol-
icy did not apply under coverage l3 to injury to .p+-operty owned 
occupied or u~ed by the insured, or to property in his care, 
custody or control. Coverage for such property would have 
to be provided by an indemnity policy and could not·oo 
covered under a liability policy. This e:<clusion further 
eliminated coverage for pr~~isos alienated by the insured 
out of which the accident ari:lea, as the insured would have 
no insurable interest in property which had been transferred 
to others • 
.§xclusion {ti). The next exclusion eliminated cover-
ago for any business or occupational pursuits of the insured 
unless necessary or incidental to business use of the prem-
ises specifically covered by the policy. Also excluded 
was~ Any act or omission of the insured in connection with 
other premises owned, rented or controlled by tl1e insure~; 
or the rendering of any professional services or ominsion 
th.ereof. 
The 'policy intended to extend coverage to private 
residences with incidental office1 professional, private 
school or studio occupancy, but did not intend to extend 
coverage to any other business occupancy such as stores, 
L _______ ----------- -
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plumbing shops, etc. ~.rhe reasoning for this exclusion of 
business pursuits of the insured wa$ thae 1f residences 
with business operations other than incidental occupancy 
were covered, it would be difficult to determine wb.etber 
certain accidents were to be charged to the business, which 
would be excluded, or t..o the residence which would be 
covered. 
The exclusion with respect to other premises owned, 
l:ented or controlled by the insured was used to make.certain 
that all exposures i\l'hich were present at the inception of 
the policy were included and premium paid thereon. 
Prof'essional services were excluded as this cover-
age had to be provided under a Professional Malpractice 
Policy and the coverage was not under the j urisdiotion of 
the National Bureau 0£ Casualty Underwriters. 
,Exclu.s_ion (a). The policy did not apply to the 
O\..mership, maintenance or use, or loading or unloading of 
(l) watercraft owned or rented by the insured, other than 
canoes or rowboats while away from premises, or (2) motor 
vehicles, trailers or semi-trailers \Jhile away from tl1e 
premises. 
The Policy provided coverage on the premises for 
both watercraft and motor vehicles but coverage away fr01n 
the premises for these exposures had to be provided by 
owners. Landlords and Tenants coverage for the former, and 
Automobile Liability coverage for the latter. 
L ___________ ---
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~xclusion (f). Na coverage was provided under the 
Comprehensive Personal Policy for (l) elevators or escala-
tors owned by or rented to the insured or for (2) aircraft. 
Elevator Liability coverage had to be covered under 
a separate Elevator Policy and Aircraft Liability was not 
under the jurisdiction of the National Dureau of casualty 
Underwriters. 
Exclusion (q). The last exclusion stated that the 
policy did not apply to bodily injurx to or sickness, dis-
ease or death of: 
i.- Under coverages c, D and E, any person to whom 
benefits would be paid under any work.men's compensation 
law. 
2. under Coverage c, the named insured, any person 
regularly· residil1g on the premises, any person if on the 
premises because of n business conducted at the premises, 
or any employee of the insured while engaged in the employ-
ment of the insured. 
3. Under covera9e D and E, any employee while en-
gaged in atruetural alterations, new construction or dcmo-
11 tion operations, .or in the operations or maintenance of 
aircraft. 
coverage for construction operations by employees of 
the insured was excluded as this coverage ~~s available 
under Manufacturers and contractors Policy. No coverage 
was available under the Comprehensive Personal Policy with 
respect to aircraft. 
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Medical Payments Coverage was not available to any 
insured under the policy. Coverage for this type of expo-
sure was available under .Accident Insurance Policies and 
was not contemplated under a Personnl Liability Policy. 
Medical Payments Coverage was eliminated in connec-
tion with butiinesa pursuits on the premises as business 
pursuits were not covered by the policy under coverages A 
and a. 
employees• Medical Payments coverage was excluded 
under coverage c as this coverage was available elsewhere 
in the policy. 
J,imits of Liabilit;y 
Basic limits of 11abili ty under coverages .r.. and a 
of the Comprehensive Personal Policy were the same as on 
previous personal liability policies. 
Bodily Injury Liability -- $5,000 each person, sub-
ject to a mnximum limit of $10.000 each accident. 
Property Damage Liability -- $1000 each accident. 
The basic limits of Liability for Employer;,• Liabil-
ity coverage were the same as the bodily injury limits under 
Coverage A. 
The basic limit for medical payments under both Cover• 
ages c and E was $250 for each person who sustained injury 
in any one accident. 
Increased limits of liability were available under 
Coverages A, B and E. For any increased limits, factors 
L__ _________________ ---------- -------
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were available for increasing the premium charge accordingly. 
Under Coverage c and E, additional premium charges 
were manually rated for increasing the medical payments 
limit to ~soo each person. 
COHPR£I-L.::i.%!Vg PBRSONAJ., POLICY Rl\'l'EG 
In order to provide a basis of comparison £or the 
changes which have occurred since the original authoriza-
tion of the comprehensive Personal Policy, a brief outline 
of the original charges followsa 
Basic Limits - Annual Basis • 
Priv~te residence or apartment 
Private residence including incid-
ental office 
Additional residences maintained 
by the insured -- each 
Employers• Liability 
l'egular in:::>ervants -- each 
Regular outservants -- each 
Bmployer3• Liab.llity and :,~250 
Medical Payments 
I"ull time inservantt) -- each 
Part time inservants (half- .· 
tirne or less) -- each 
$250 Premises Medical Payments 
First re;::1j.d1:;nce 
















The premium for three-year term policl.es with premium pay-
able in advance was 2~ times the annual charge .. 




CH1:..NGBS sn~CE 1943 
Since the inception Of the COmprehensiue Personal 
Liability Policy in 1943, there have been numerous changes 
in the coverage a.f forded by the Pol.icy and in the rating 
of the Policy. ihis chapter presents a chronological 
record of these changes and an interpretation of the new 
and broader coverages af fordad• 
The first change in October 1943, added coverage 
on an optional bas~s for one and two-family residences 
rented to others. This coverage, if elected by the insured, 
was to be included in the basic coverages and automatic 
coverage was provided for such residences acquired sub-
sequent to the inception of the policy. Th.is addition in 
coverage eliminated the optional non-comprehensive cove.r-
age previou~ly required for residences rented to other and 
indicated that the companies recognized the exposure of one 
or two family res~dences rented to others as one closely 
related to the personal liability of an individual. 
On June lst.., 1944, the National .Bureau of casualty 
Underwriters approved a revi;-:.ed program of Comprehensive 
Personal liabil.ity Insurance which included several major 
changes in coverage. 
The most important change combined Bodily Injury 
Coverage, Employers• Liability coverage and Property Damage 
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Liability coverage at a single limit of $10,000. applying 
on an "occurrence .. rather than a "caused by accident" basis. 
1'he change to combined coverage removed Employers• 
Liability and Property Damage Liability from the1rlpreviou~ 
optional basis. These coverages were now automatically in-
cluded under the basic provisionQ of the Policy for the 
same limit of liability as the Bodily Injury coverage. 
\'he single limit of liability was a complete depart-
ure from the usu.al liability method 0£ classifying hazards 
and provided broader coverage by increasing the basic limits 
of liability for Bodily Injury Liability, Property Damage 
Liability and Employers• Liability. 
The third departure from the ordinary unc1er this 
revised coverage was the change from the usual "caw .. e<l by 
accident" basis to an ••occurrence•t basis. "Occurrence 11 as 
defined by the Policy meant 11 an accident, or a continuou,;) 
or repeated exposure to conditions, which results in 
injury during the policy period, provided the injury i4 
accidentally cauaed.» 
An· example of injury to property on an '*Occurrence" 
basis reflects the.broadening of coverage that this change 
brought about. 
Take, for instance, a case where Mr. X and Mr. Y 
have homes on adjoining lots and Mr. Y has a rare flower 
garden in his bacltyard. Mr. x who has a vegetable garden 
in his backyard uses a fluid spray to kill the weeds in his 
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garden for three consecutive days. On the fourth day Mr. 
Y notices that all of his rare flowers have died because 
of the spray used by V..r. X and he brings a suit for damages. 
'l'here was no accident involved and under the original com-
prehen:.i>ive Personal Policy there would be no coverage, how-
ever, there was injury caused by continuous spraying by Mr. 
X and the Comprehensive Personal Policy on an °occurrence" 
basis would provide the necessary protection. 
The revised program also amended the coverage by in-
cluding premiaes and employees• medical payments at a lirait 
of $250 per person per accident in the basic coverage and 
.broadened the premi.:;es medical payments to include accidents 
caused by. any animal owned by the Insured, away fro1n the 
premi,;.;:es • 
. A revised definition of Insured at this time broad-
ened tho policy coverage by including as insureds the :t-iamed 
L"1.sured and his spouse and all relatives of either if resi-
dents of the same household. ay the u~e of this definition 
the previous optional coverage for adult members of the in-
sured' a household was eliminated • 
. The followi.ng optional coverages were ad<led1 
l. coverage for tha liability of members of the 
household other than the named insured or his spouse or 
relatives of either could be added by endorsement. 
a. •iedical payments coverage for accidents arising 
out of the insured's activities away from the prem.isea 
could be added by endorsement. 
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Several of the exclusions ware broadened or elimin-
ated. The watercraft exclusion wus amended so that cover-
age was provided for all watercraft not exceeding twenty-
one feet in length, e}:ccpt inboard motorboats. in addition 
to canoes and rowboats. 
The elevator exclusion was eliminated and elevator 
lia~ility coverage could be included in the basic policy 
at the proper pre."niwn charge. 
The exclusion relating to .Sntploye:::s' Lialoility was 
eliminated with resptilct to :reside11ca emplol•eea of the named 
in.sured a.s th.is cove.rage was included under the basic 
coverages. 
The exclusion relating to residence employees cm-
gaged in structural alterations, new construction or demo-
lition operations was eliminated entirely. 
'!'he exclusion {g) (l) was amended so that Emplo1·ers• 
Liability Insurance was applicable under Coverage A. This 
was done where n residence employee was entitled to bene-
fits under a workmen's compensation Law. 
Due to the combination of coveruges under a single 
limit of liability. the rating basis for the Comprehemdve 
Personal Policy waa changed drastically. 
The following rates applied for basic limits of 
$10,000 for coverage A, Bodily Injury Liability (including 
Employers' Liability) and Property Damage and $250 for 
coverage .a, Premises a11Q residence employees' medical pay-
ments: 
Personal Liability - including :residence 
Personal Liability - including residence 
with incidental office, etc. 
Additional reaidcncos maintained by the 
insured - each 
employers• Liability and $250 .Medical 





A comparison of these charges to the charges under the 
original coverage brings out the fact that although there ~ra.s 
an increase in coverage and in basic limits of liability, 
there was a decrease of at least $5.00 in pr~nium for any 
person carrying Bodily Injury Liability, Property Damage Lia-
bility and $250 Premises Medical Payments. 
The Comprehensive Personal ·policy revised in accord-
ance with the 1944 changes was left intact until March of 
1946 when these additional features \'/ere added: 
1. Med.ical Payments coverage waa e.."ttended to npply 
to activities of an insured or a residence employee away 
from the premises. 
2. · The definition of Insured was amended to include 
(a) any resident of the Named In;.;ured's household who waa· 
under the age of twenty-one and in the care of an insured and 
(b} any person or organ.iz ation legally responsible for 
watercraft owned by. an Insured. 
3. The definition of premises was amended to include 
vacant land on which a one or two-family dwelling is being 
constructed for the Insured by an independent contractor. 
4.. Under business pursuits the insurance. was bro<Jd-
ened to apply to any bu~iness pursuit of an Insured, if such 
activities are ordinarily incident to non-business pur-
suits.5 
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5. The definition of "occurrence" was deleted from 
the policy in order to include coverages for occurrences 
in addition to accidents and injuries accidentally caused. 
However# because of thi~ change a new exclusion was added 
to clar i.£:.: that the policy did not 2pply "to i11j ury, sick-
ness, disease, death or destruction caused intentionally 
by or at the direction of the Insured." 
Aside from changes in ,.,"Ording of the policy, the 
next major change occurred in June, 1Sf50 with the addition 
of a new optional cover~ge. 
i:lew Coverage 
This new coverage which could be added by endorsament 
to the Comprehensive Personal Policy provided insurance pro-
tecting "tho legal liab.ili ty of the imaured for fire, e.-:<-
plasion, smoJ~o and smudge damage to pzemises and hou,Zie furn-
iuhings used by, rented to or in the care, custody or con-
trol of the insured provided such injury or destruction a-
rises out of (a) firet (b} explosion or {c) smoke or smudge 
caused by suddan, unusual and faulty operation of any heat-
ing or cool<ing unit~'' 
Asswned liability by the .in.sured was e:'{cluded with 
respect to thi~ coverage. 
5see Part v, Page 4d 
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A separate linU.t of l1ab111ty appl.toe. to thiG cow:u:-
age on an "occurrcncc'1 basis with a chnrge for the bnsic 
limits of $10, ooo per "occurren.ee•• of ~s.oo. 
P.t the same time that thiD i1ew covernge tima uuti1or• 
ized the prov.ision under .t."mployers• Liability coverage wns 
amended to include, without. preraium ehnrge, tho first. t\'10 
resi<\ence employees of nll insureds for whom Employers• 
Liability coverage was provided. 
Also, classifications \f."ere est.nblished to cover med-
ical pa'.)-'ment$ for inj u:r.ice to persotlS on tha premises be-
cauae of a bueiness conducted on the premi:ses. fJ:'hi:s cliJssi-
.fication wa$ tor use in connection with resideru:::e premises 
with incidental office, etc. 
In addition to these chan9os,, in 1956 the definition 
of watercraft Tt.'SS broadened to include all outboard motox·-
boata and inboard .motorboats up to 50•horsepo~ .. -er. Th.ts 
definition al~o included coverage fo~ cailboats, with or 
without auxilliary po\>rer1 up to 26-ftlct in over-all length. 
£!?ya1cal _?arnase Covcraq~ 
l>::.Uch more important than ·this was tb.e addition of a 
cove:ra9e for "physical damnga'' to property of others.. i'he 
coverage was intended to pay for loss of property of others 
caused by an 111:.u:::ed.. "Lossi• meant dar.nge or de~:itruction 
but did not include disappearance, abstraction, or loss of 
use. The irn.portance. of the new coverage should not be 
underestimated. •rhio t-ro.s the coverage necessary ta pay 
L__ ______________ --- --- -------- -------------- ------------------------------------------ - -- ---------------------------- ---- -- -- ------- ----------
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those many claim<-; caused by children and for which there 
is no legal liability. With this new coverage it is pos-
sible for an insured to pay a property damage claim for 
which he felt morally responsible but for which he ,,.;as not 
leg«1lly liable. 
Several exclusions applied to thls nc~ coverage. 
It would not apply to lose: 
l. Arising out of the ownership, rnaintenance, oper-
ation,. use, lmiding or unloading of any land rnotor vehicle6 
trailer or se1:li-trailer, farm machinery or equipment, air-
craft or watercrnft; 
2. Of property owned by or rented to any insured, 
any resident in the named• a insured ta hou:.H"?hold or any 
tenant of the i11aured, and 
3. caused intentionally by an insured over the age 
of t~'Glve-yoaru. 
By applyir>g all of the changes in this chapter to 
the original Comprehen.:;;ive Personal Policy an up-to-dat;.e 
Comprehensive Personal Policy it> produced which is broader 
in scope and coverages available than any other liability 
policy presently provided by casualty Companies. 
However, a review of some of the interpretations and 
claims which have been made under thi;; policy highlights the 
changes and indicates the need for such broad protection. 
11hese ~nterpretations are discussed in Part v. 
I:nterpreta tions. 
Although many of the policy interpretations were in-
cluded in the description of coverage, there are several 
questions of coverage which have arisen repeatedly. 
Ona of these often repeated questions concerns the 
actions of minors 'Which cause bodily injury or property 
damage to another person or bis .property. This situation 
revol.ves around three major points: 
l. Age of minor. 
2. cause of the accident. 
3. Attitude of the companies. 
The f irat point is important as the courts recognize 
that very young children are not capable of comprehending tbe 
consequences which accompany their actions. Thu1#1 if a 
four-year-old boy trampled on or tore up a flower garden of 
a neighbor there is little chance of the boy being bald leg-
ally liable for his actions. However, the important point 
10 that the parents. are not liable for the torts of their 
children unless the parents have been negl.igent in supervis-
ion of the ch1ldren•s actions. This is where the new ''Phys-
ical Damage" coverage is important. 
If the child has reached the age of reason, the cause 
of the accident becomes pertinent. If a boy of ten inadvert-
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ently knocks a vase from a table at a birthd~y party* nn 
accident has occurred and the company would have. to pay for 
the damages as the minor 13 a named insured under the policy. 
On the other hand# if the boy had intentionally picked up 
the vase and hurled it to the floor the exclusion with re-
gard to intentional acts applies and there would be no cover-
age under the Policy. 
This question as to whether or not there is coverage 
under the Policy for intentional acts of minors has long 
been a "thorn in the sida0 of the casualty Cor:panies. na-
cause of improper statements on the part of agents and incor-
rect advertising by some of the companies, many assureds 
have been led to believe that the policy covers such things 
as a boy throwing a rock through a window. 
To a certain extent the Companies have recognized 
this problem and have been on the lenient side in making '1 e.a-
gra tia 11 payments for these claims. Ho<t.,-aver, there iL no 
strict answer to the question and the extent to which these 
claims are paid is today a matter of Company policy and not 
of legal liability. 
The second main question which ha.a been a po.int of 
controversy concerns actions of persons on business calls 
which result in injury to others. This problem was .::ecently 
settled by the ret.>10rding of the exclusion relating to business 
pursuits as follows: 
nThe policy does not apply to any busines£ pursuits 
of an Insured, other than activities herein which are ordin• 
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arily incident to non-buBiness pursuits." '!'he intent of 
this wording L; to provide coverage for accidents which 
occur in the course of business which are ordinary to per-
sonal activities. Thus, if a man pokes his umbrella in a 
person 1 s eye while on a business call the mcci~ent is 
covered es thif3 <:1ccident could h2';P~"'en to anyo!'le in incle-
ment weather. 
J'inother qu.estion along the same l.ine \>/aS the ques-
tion of ·trhethor the policy intended to cover children 
while delivering new~papere, cho\"Cling snow or cutting 
gres::s or while b::l'by sitting. These acts have been con.sid-
ered incidental to the personal ~ctiviti~a of children by 
the companies and as such are covered under the Policy. 
Bicycles with motors attached t:i.re not covered away 
from the premi:ses as they fall into t.he category of ::.otor 
vehicles which a:re e:-~cludcd by the policy. 
1'.nother interpretation of CO'...."·arogc st~tes that n 
person mc:iy be held legally liable for damages ct.:uHed by 
fire if it can be ~:;hown that tho person wa.s negligent. 
Thus, if n grc;ss £ire started by the Insured gets out o~ 
control and destroy~; a building on t."le ~dj acent lot the 
In:.;t.1red would be lii:lble zind the Comprehensive Personal 
Policy ·would cover the clama.ge.s. 
Although the nbova interpretations cover the more 
controversial points of the Comprehensive P"~rconal P...:ilicy 
with regard to coverage afforded, a review of some of the 
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.nctual cloim~. which have :Deen made under this F'Qlicy pro-
vid~s a better u.nderi::.;;bnding of the coverage afforded. 
allow~d a naighbor, a.a an accoro:r~odation, to use his phone 
an<l ~ uuccessful au.it £or $10, 000 vma brou.sht again~t. the 
Insured. 
a section oi ;;;idet.'if"$ilk which had bc~n ruived a.bove the ad-
j oin.ing walk by tl1e gxa<lual growth of a traa root. J\ Jury 
In 1.>e.nnt>ylvaniil, the lnau.t:"e.i while pla.t.i.ng yolf 
hooked n drive shot 1nto the windshiel.d of a paii.>si.ng auto-
mobile antl piE.i.CC:S of the shattered 91.as.s savored an impor-
i\fta..: a man in Ohio bad aet a bonfire, the neighbor's 
loga. 'I'hG court uphold the fatb.er• a conte:rtion that the 
ln,mrcd was negligent in ata:r-c.ing the fire \-ihe.re the child 
would ta att.cacted to it an4 returned a veizd.l.ct for $1. 500 ... 
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In Carbondale, ~ennsylvanin, the Insured, who had 
Comprehensive Personal Liability Policy covering hi~ second 
floor apartment was visited by his nephew. The nephew 
turned on n \'Inter faucet during a short period when the 
Water Company had tur~ed off the water and did not turn 
the faucet. off again. ~'7hen the \'f.'.ltcr 'i:.'?.S turned on again 
the flScu.~ed • s apnrtment and the apartment below were flooded .. 
Damages of $232 were ?aid for repair of the apartment below 
the insur~d. 
ln ~cla~~rc, the Insured'~ lDunderess fell nnd in-
j urcd her leg t"tl1cr1 the bacl<; steps of t.1lc ilS:iurecl • s home 
pulled r;v.ra~l from the hou:.::e. Medical payments of $25 were 
paid. 
:'\n insured• s danghter ran out of a store and collided 
with a man knoc'kins- him down. Medical ptiym~nt~, of $35 were 
In Toledo, Ohio, the claimant fell out of a hammock 
on the ttssured 1 ~ premises. Ten dollars medical pt1}:n1er.ts 
1;.:cro p:;:i.id t:::l cover the eicpen.:.;e of an X-ray. 
c3. to op<:.ln ~1 rrcnch door r.:y pushing on w g1~sn panel, the 
glwss broJ;e :ind cau;:.;c::.1 severe lnccr~tionL;. Ncdical payments 
in thzi D-nount of $59 w~;rc puiG • 
.Btnrting out on a dcor hunting trip nn inexperienced 
hunter unm~rx::ctedly di.:>covercd ~ deer near the edge of tho 
wood;;. one shot brought it low, but when he went up to 
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claim his trophy he discovered he had 'killed a neighboring 
.f<:"lrrncr' s cow. Tho i:isurci.nc,~ compzrny pzid $130 in dam<lges 
under tho Comprehensive Person~l Liabi.lit::' Policy. 
T<.tro hunters 2::1.d their wivt;Jt; t4crci hun:.:ing quall in 
bru0hy country vh;.:;n '1 bird was fluohed bct·..v-oen tho two 
~rties. 
panion was Btruck by birdshot in the knee, wrist, olld eye 
and consoqucntl:i· he lont t.~c eye. ;:. judgncnt of $19#500 
One uni.:£ual cl:::•il'n came Cbvut '.:hc:n tho plaintiff in 
hnnds. 'I'hc dof~n.C:;:nt npucczed the plaintiff• s hand EO en-
crgeticoll;.{ th.:1t ho b:;o:{c a :finger \':hich li:itcr bcca1:le in-
fccted. 'l'hc pl~.i.nti£f :Jucd for $1700 i.lnd. he won hi~ case. 
rn."'urcd's house. ztcppcd on a rollc~· i;;kate and fel.l.. He 
'.l'hc ln.;..urcu •;;..; cow esca1:;ed in to u neighbor' .s garden. 
'.l'ho neighbol.·. while '1Z$ist..i.r~s in getting tho cov1 out of the 
Ho 
foretl s.cveL·c intcz:;.;.al inj ur icB f,;;orn >.d1ich he <lied a few 
hours la ::.er. 'Ihc cos·t was ~!Jo.ooo. 
L _______________ _ 
l ____ -
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czusing ::a:rious inj u::-ics <.'ind :::esul tir.g in p:1:i'Ti:lcnt of $4000. 
,''.\ suit ~ ... 'ctf~ brought !J:J' a neighbor for injury to t.11.c 
eye of thei.i: fivc-:n~.:u:--old 3on coused by ::he lnsured's son's 
innccur<:{to aim <;dth ::m air rifle. ."'llthough thr~ act. -t:rc:..s u:J-
inb;;ntioneil, th~ jury D'wa:-ded $1800 to the boy plus ;~250 
for medical c:rp:m:;:;c:. 
';:1esc ia'.:".'.::;:pr-~tations and clair:s prove that t~h~re ia 
a need f~:: t..11is comp:r.::hen~.>ive Pci:.·sonal Pol3.c:: Zh1d that the 
P,:)licy ii> its 1prc;.::;.:::nt fo.i:-zii ir.: one of the tJ:':'.'eatc.st ba;:ga.ins 
fo= avcidi~g ccta~t=o~1ic loszas. 
!?ART VI 
AFFECTS OF socu~L AND ECONOMIC TRiU:~srrIONS ON lNSUAANCE n:mUSTRY 
The progress end future of the insurance business 
depend:: on th~ cxtcl".'.t to which the .indust:--:y comprehends and 
adjusts to the vnst changes ·which are transforming this 
country and its !?'.Jcif'.:\l ot.ructure. Those ~egr:::cnts of the 
in:::1u.,tr~' which udjust to th~se chan:;cs t.'lill p-rogress; those 
which e::i not :Jdj u:::t will fa 11 behir.d ;::ind fz: 11 behind rapidly .. 
\\c hcvc re:'.3p::)nsibili tieF.: c:s a. peopl~ in facing up 
to the :cc2.li ti~s c,f the fl'.)rces bea::ing cl.o·,.m on us toc:'!ay 
and in tho fut.ere. Every nation live:s or di.cs ite 
innuranc;e, zxc no cUff'en:nt. 
Even the 1rn:.1ividual firm or <::gent mu:;t ;::<ljust t:.> 
the econo:aic and soc12l forces l::om:ing on them or they will 
be overuhelnod .. 
sive to depreirnions, cctast:i:·ophor;, n:ld other problans but 
it lws not :Jeen v::; qu:tc1: to seize the oppo:ctunit.'..co '\;"hich 
th~ past C:.ecade of unJ)Urt.1lle:tcd pror.>pc~rit:,· hns offcrcC!. 
the in.:~u.:: try is 
even grouter lcv0:ls of attainment, ho:.:.1h;.9 for reanonable 
underw;;;.·iting 1:;.roi:it:;.;. 
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Pooula tion Growth 
Con.;;idor fir.i:;t t:h~ question of 1-"'IOpulation growth. The 
revolution going 011 in medic.;; l tech.no logy h:3i> · le.d to and will 
look fo.i:wcrd to m::.~ h1.111dred nnJ ban y~a:r:; of healthy life, 
population l<::vels. The populat;.ion gx-owth €1head. virtually 
rnetu'lS g.i::·t-ate;i.;· J.ndust.ri<:1l productivity t,dll be essential to 
support th.i;; populntion., l!nd cletu:ly c;>m..liun!catea ·the gu·es-
industry must be mot i.n pnrt, at least, t..'ll'ough insur"'nce 
l:lbiLi. ty to .fur.r.di.:h such copi tal. FU::ther, this raisaa the 
quest~on of 1x1suibl~ Goverrn'.lent control ever the timing ~oo 
Population i.ncrca.soo havo led to ot.ho.r ,problcm:h 
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number of insurance problems, su.cb C1S .i..ncrc::lses in the fre-
quency and severity of accj_dent~:, mc:>:"chnnrU~>ing methods, 
s;:lles opereitionG, nnd c'.:mt.:-alizing of nccountj.ng techniques. 
The :.:edi.~t:ribution of wc'.1lth ht::s l·::::d to A g:ccat ex-
p".'!n:3ion of the middl·'.'! inco:.'le c~.ac:J lca~i:-lg to !:'cvolntion21ry 
changes .tn mct."1-::><1::: '='f mcrchandining thett h2ve hnd a direct 
to the l::>t>:: of sttbstantizi.l a:·1ounti::, of busincsn to m::irc for-
w2.r-d loo1i::i!1g mz..rmgcmcnts. '!'he con::::>tant ?rcr;::mrcs to have 
<.: higher zin:-1 higher stnrn:~ard of living ::md it~; rclntionship 
to suving .:inc"! invcnt"'Tlcnt h:is be·~n 2 contributing factor. 
The desire for higher ~_'..tand2'.'."d.5 of 1.:tving c:;upl~d •,1.1.th our 
t:..:;;..;: ~;t1 .. ucti1rc l1u.s proc1t~cod a large rnic1r1le cl;l:.:,:s 't1hicl1 t'.J a 
consi<ler2blo extent i ho~ogencous in term of insuranc8 
chaslng wl th ull o!:. i tD .tr:1plic.::. tion;:; ;·:i th the in.::ru::unc:) busi-
ncss. Pu::the::::, thic g.::oup of buyc:-:.s is price con(cioun. A 
:tlit~y h.:L gro~l.1 .,comingly overnight, tlu:oU<Jhout the country 
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phenomenal q::o\•rth of inntall~ent .buying are pre>bably al.so 
by-products of r;gdistr.ibution of wealth. 
Thi:s re,:!iztribution of wealth. {C•:>mbined with the 
level of education in this cou~::tr:x·. This mean.,;,;, ovaI~·-t.tll, 
cduc::l. tcd oublic .l'.lnd th.ts has im..,lications as to the 
~ -
type of and g'..l:'!ility of sales· personnel esBent.1.l to ope.rate 
successfully. 
Increase in Clcims 
Furthe:::, the public iG incr.u.:lsi~1gly becoming cluir.is 
consciou:s· .... ThG · :c<~9al J?.rut.erni ty has· coo;pe.cated ~nd higl1ei· 
lo::.;r.; r:it.tos have rosu.ltcc1. But this i11 and of itself is 
not wrong since in.:.u::anc•:.? is suppo.se<l to pay claims. The 
real problems -involve tlu increasing .uccido•1t frequency, u 
judicial syctcr:'i which i3 st;ruining to meet the b;J.rc::;.en of a 
l:irge number o'! cases, inflation and companio.u '(and .individ-
uals with convictions or without) -r.-;itliout. tll.a coura9a of ·· 
their conviction~>. · A.:.> a rosul t of som0 ·. un.•:cacoml bla jury · 
a\v<lrds rr.any companies ~ro settli.ng cltdJna out ·of court fo-c 
substant.it,lly more ehan tl1cj' fco.il ii,;) j uat.ifiect.. 'l'his whole 
business h~s b12Kul coml.JliciltGd by 1nflutio.n i.l.\ld the l~atio.aal 
Association of Claimantu' Compen.:>ation ;:.tto:i:neys. "·Increasing 
un<lcrwrit~ng losses, particularly in the Automo:bile Liabil-
ity fieltl r:..re placius the traditional companies in an unpleas-
ant position. If the11 unC:~rw.i:itt! prvperlJ-' to st~.l' wit.11in 
tlle present rc.ito struotu.re to compete with U1e specialty com-
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pauies·they will be faced with the possibility of GOvern-· 
mental intervention through compuleory·insurance or some 
form of state'.insurance. · !f they do not.underwrite care• 
:fully,:then:their'rates cannot in the nature of things be 
adequate since they are based on: an .. average••. 
h11enan i.ncreased'average rate· is filed'and approved, 
the 'best'·risks tend to change to a lower priced carrier and 
' '· 
the average· rate· will be i.na.dequateveor the ;remainder of 
the class of risks· previously insured. Raising rates.will 
not alone solve 'the problems.involved~ 
R.osults of Inflation on the·Irisurance Industrl! 
It is essential in a papa4 of this type that I dis-
cuss the affects of a little bit of inflation on the inaur-
ance business. In the first place it must be remembered that 
rates for most Property and Casualty lines are clotiely 
regulated and are based on past experience. '.this means 
that unless provision is made for it, the premiums collect-
ed based on past years experience for the purpose of pro-
viding in~urance tod~y cannot in the nature of things be 
adequate for tomorrow's losses. The lag which exists be-
tween the date loss and expense statistics are available 
and the date rates are filed, approved and put into use com-
plicates the problem. The question of term policies and 
delays in claim payments due to litigation or otherwise 
compounds the problem. 
An important impact of inflation on insurance firms 
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ts to reduce t.be return on stockholders• invested capital. 
This means that new capital wiU be difficult to secure, 
thus Jeop~rdizing the ability of the .. ind~stry to have ade-
quate capac.ttY for the future demands.of.;Lndust:ry. only 
through 4ynamattc, creative and courageous manageMnt can .. 
the c:ballengee faced by tl'u.11'. indWl!try today be met. Cha119e 
18 inevitable, wt. tbo&e managements wbicb,aense the forces 
bearing down on them and harness theJ.l:' power will reach 
new heights of productJ.on.and profit., seedless to say, ,it 
.ts felt.here that the managements of .the .i.nsw:ance industry 
must meet their responsibility to the nat.ion and. to th•-
selves. 
PART VII 
THS INTERRELATIONSHIP OF BCONOMICS AND THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY 
The assets of the ~surance Companies of the 1 Vnited 
St.ates in ··1956 climbed to more than one huridred and twenty-
two billion,·they employed over eigbtl hundred thousanct men 
and women, and their income from :lnl3urance premium payments 
was approx.imately t.wenty ... .four billion. 
Yet, notwithstanding th4tt approximately 6 p&r cent 
of our 1956 gx:oss .·national prodllot: was . paid· fot insurance 
prot.ecilon, while in the aaM period of time only · 4 per cent, 
approximately, went for 1:enta and J. per cent to ·3ft peJ: cent 
for interest, economists have found it difficult. to olass.tfy 
insurance.in the f.ield of economics,· thou9b they are able 
to classify rents and interest with ease.· ·'All pointed out 
by nr. s .. s. Huebner,, •Economists have ex,per1enoed diffi-
culty in assigning to insurance a place in the Science of 
Eoonamtas. They have been accustomed to' grouping economic 
activities unde~ such time honored classifications as 
"Product.ion..,, .. Bxohange8 , · •vita tribution" ,·' •nd .. Consumption" • 
Insurance haabeen to theme riddle, incapable of being es~ 
signeddef1n1.t.ely to any one of these major divisions. 
This difficulty will i'etnain untl.1 the basic nature of· insur-
ance is more clearly understood. 
~his failure to recognize the vital role played by 
insurance Ln our economy may have been understandable When 
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we were an agrarian nation,· m.tt the lack of understanding in 
the .industrial atmosphere of today' a UnJ.t.ed St.ates 1a P\IZ"'": 
zling •. 
~e question that comes to mind 1a why a force ae ·. 
vital to the economic development and growth of the country 
should continue to be considered. as only one of the least. 
middleman funct..i.Oni.l. and not. recognized. for what. it. is --
a productive arm of management. 
Actually the property and casualty segment.Qf the 
1nsurance industry is becoming more and, more subject to 
tbe problem• and risk which beset any other type of enter-
prise,. for today commercial .and industrial enterprise$ .are 
demanding that insurance companiesund.erwrit~ :risks Which tt 
is extrem$ly difficult ta measure in advance the degree of . 
risk because the extent. of the hazard is. an unknown factor •. 
An excellent example of the problem this present.a , can be 
found in th• .in5uring of )Jualear Energy Plants, both in 
the. ¢onstruation and operation. stages, for peace time pur-
poses. 
lt is . .because of the insurance induatry•a financial 
. . . 
and underwriting intex-est in the. ac~v!ties of th$ industry 
th.at it 1.rwu.res, that .insurance personnel ia forced to 
understand and cope with the many and vary1ll9 pxoblems of 
each of the commercial and1ndustrial organizations it 
insures.. It. has ~en aptly said .that "There is probably .. 
no calling requiring so intimate knowledge of every other 
as this (insurance). He who assumes the risk of a flour 
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mill, ·· tor example •. ahould know more· of its dangers than 
the miller hisneelf ..... · Property, and Casua.lty Insurance i.s a 
dynamic ba.e.tnesa1 1t has bad .to be to keep pace with the 
•ver changing and expanding induatrial and economic devel• 
opment that has taken place in the United states. The 
manner in which Lt has met the challenge merits the con-
clusion that insurance in an entreprenueral and produc-
tive function, and this is best demonstrated in the field 
of Liability Insurance, a form of protection closely tied 
to industrial innovat.1.on and expansion. 
Insurance for the liability ha~ard has detnon$trated 
astonishing growth sine• the turn of the century. This 
growth can be attributed to the tremendous increase in tbe 
use of automobiles, the development of commercial aviation, 
and atomic energy for peace time use. The Insur$nce indus-
try has met these challenges head-on and has been able to 
keep paoe with them,, It has only been able to do thia 
through management which, more and more considers proper 
riak handling a prerequisite to productivity and profits. 
Tberefore, they place this resPQnsibility in the hands of 
'*Risk Managers", experts trained by experience and educa-
tion to handle such work. '.t'he job of the Rislt Manager is 
to prevent his company from ever suffering a catastrophic 
uninsured loss of profits, assets or resources. 
certainly then the contribution of insurance to the 
automotive industry, to commercial aviation, and to the 
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development of atomic energy for peace time uses helps to 
dramatically point out: that the economists or others. who 
continue to view ~nsurance as a nu.ao1eman ~unct1.on are 
greatly in error. Insurance shoul.Q be recognized for what 
.Lt .is -- l'l vital. producUon arm of management.;. 
PART VIII 
TH& HIGH COST og LOSSES ON PROP£.RTY 1NStJRAl.~CE 
Losa· costs are of tremendous interest. today because 
they are al.ready at an extremely higb·level and are con• 
tinuing to 9rcnl' at an •laming .rate. 
The premium dollar in Pl:'operty·ancl·cas\Ullty Insur-
ance is.divided into two parts, the loss or pure premium 
portion. and' the $Xpense portion." Both.a.re equally imi';>or-
tant but it 1s my purpose here ·to consider tbe.,.loss por-
t.ion• U.ncluding the' cost Of adjusting Claims) of :direct 
or "first party" lines of ·insurance. 
Many causesare·believed respQnsible for the.increase 
of first party loss costs. Here are several that have af-
fected· the trend in al.most every line of 1nsurancer 
1. Inflation 
'.rhe much discussced .inflationary: spiral ~is, of course, 
one of·t.he basic.reasons forincreased loss costs. Although 
premium8 have increased, they havfrnot kept· pace witb the 
increasing cost of repairing or ·replacing damaged or lost 
property. Unfortunat.ely1 this import.ant fact had either 
been. overlooked or ignored for many years. and· it is only 
within.the last th.roe· or four years that· there has been' any 
concerted effort.by.the.insurance aqent or broker to have 
insurance written to value.··· By not selling 1n.suranee to 
value~ ·the industry loses valuable premium dollars that 
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would otheliw1ae have been available for the payment of the 
over increasing number of looses. 
a.. }3,f='gadenoo Coverage 
D\.u:ing the last ten years the insuring public bas had 
t.lle benefit of broad~r cove.rages ~vailable under the policy 
form.,,. and has ga.ined a bet't$r un(ler~tanding of insurance 
aoveragea. Combined, these two factors have lead to an 
J.ncrease .\.n the loss fraqtuincy .. ·.The claims presented a.re 
not nece•sarily larger, but there are qany nl()re nu..tsance 
clalms for which coverage waa nevet intended when policy 
fornu; were prepared and rates prow.1gated •. Any c1a.tm pre-
$Onted to an ineurance company to:: less then ~15 coats the 
company more to process than ~ ultimate cla1m payment it-
•elf. 
3. Rigid Rate @slµ~ation 
While tnf1at~on and broadened coverayea have continued 
to take an ever LncreasJ.ng portion of the first party prem-
iwn dollar, rig14 rate atz~ature$ required by State regul.a-
toz-y bodies bavefu.rtbe:c aompound~d the problem. GGne~ally 
speald.ng, ratea are predicata:t on the premise that appro.."<i-
mately 50% of the premium dollar is .returned to the policy• 
holder in the form of lose paymenta.. iiberefo~e, whon loss 
paymont:i1t exceed the e.&t.Uaated 50• an J..ncreau in rates i.s 
indicated. Should t.~e loss payments continue to exceed the 
.estimated soe,i, an i.narease in rates is iud.i.cated •. Should 
the loss payments continue to exceed ·t;.he evtimated 50%, and 
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should an indicated rate increase be denied by State Regul• 
atory authorities the insurance carrier•s anticipated profits, 
though small, are lost completely. These are a few of the 
most important problems that .face the insurance industry and 
its high.loss costs. Z would like to offer several immed-
iate solutions that would help tremendously in lowering 
these coats. While these solutions are not easily attain-
able they are certainly practical. 
The salesman is· traditionally the first line of defense 
in underwriting, and it .is important that this line of de-
fense be tightened. The salesman should have a more intimate 
knowledge of tho risk he is offering to the insurance car-
rier and .anyone else, and it is his reaponsibility to more 
carefully underwrite business at the source. 
'l'he iusurance carriers as well as the salesmen must 
improve their underw.ri.tinq methods. Many insurance carriers 
accept a great percentage of their business without inspec-
tions. An inupecUon of at least larger risk would often 
enable the companies to avoid a line that ia undesirable 
.f.rom an undorw:z:iting standpoint, and thus a future diBast-
rous loss might be prevented. 
The insurance companies should also attempt to keep 
the average limit of liability on their policy as high as 
possible. If the average limit of the policy is too low, 
the company's loss ratio, of necessity, will suffer. Many 
times the rate for a particular peril is the same throughout 
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an entire State although statistics indicat<! that the de-
gree of risk is different in various parts of the State. 
It is conceivable that more statistics should be kept by 
localit~ea $0 that a rate dif ferentinl could be establi~hed 
to charge a.proper premium .1n localities ·where loss ratios 
are higher. 
The increased uce of deductibles would help to elim-
inate the necessity for processins and paying' many nuisance 
claims. However, before a deductible 1s acceptable to the 
insuring public there must be a sufficient premium differ-
ential bet-ween full and deductible protection, for the 
latter to be financially attractive. 
If payment of fraudulent claims is to be curtniled 
it will be necessary to make it mandatory that medical 
bills and other evidence of loas be presented in writing 
before a claim i~ paid. 
While there are othe4 immediate and long range solu-
tions to this probler~, l feel that the above solutions are 
workable and could be used without any detrL~ent to the 
indu~try. 
PART LX 
L."CK OF PUBLIC UNDEHSTJ'\ . .N'DING OF THE INSUR.t'\I.~CE FUNCTIO.N 
Communication 
The business world today is paying a 9reat deal of 
attention to the problems of communication. we see many 
articles in trade journals, business magazines, and other 
media about the problems of communication between execu-
tives and subordinates, between induntry and the public, 
between government and the public -- and in almost all of 
these articles.and analyses of the problem, we find indica-
tions that communication is frequently a one-way street, 
that 1t is difficult to reverse the process and have com-
munications flowing smoothly in the opposite direction. 
Xn the insurance industry I think the line of communica-
tion from the public to the company is possibly more open 
than that in the other direction. The best that can be 
said on this subject 1s that the public does not understand 
the insurance business -- and 1t .is the fault of the insur-
ance industry. Perhaps we have :fallen into an "Ivory irower0 
way of thinking. Perhaps we are too high-m.inded to explaLn 
our business or perhaps we underestimate the pub1tc•s 
ability to understand our business. 
There are many obstacles, it is quite true, to satis-
factory communication from the insurance industry to the 
public. we have the individuals past experience with the 
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insurance companies. If it bas been a ple~sant experience 
it generally is not remembered as well as an unpleasant one. 
The very size of the insurance .indU.atry, and the·size of a 
ainqle company is often frightening to an individual, and 
he feels at a disadvantage. lt i:,.;. only hu."t~n to :fear and 
distrust ~mat \'llG do not know or do not understand, and the 
complexity of the operations of a single company must be 
made simpler and more easily explainable to the public who 
have no notion of the intricacies of production, underwrit-
ing, claim handling, investments and regulation. 
The vary words an.cl phrases <;ye use in the i&1surance 
business are foreign to the public in genoral. and quite 
frequently have an entirely different meaning to us than 
they do to an insured or a claimant. :C1or e;cample, lcat. us 
t&ke the word "adjust_,. What does an agent mean whe..i he 
assures a clc:iimar1t that a loss will be adjusted p:r;operly? 
Stop, and think about that. Probably our great.est problem 
however, 1s the fact t.btlt it is ve:r::y difficult indeed, to 
make a business so concerned with stati,:;,;;tics, forn:u.:tlae, arid 
so on appear to be human, appealing- or personal in the ey·es 
of the public. 'l'here seems to be no doubt ·that people are 
first of all, interested in people; second, in thin9s, and 
last of all, in ideas. The insurance business, dealin9 as 
it does with intangibles, has a real pxoblern \"1len it comes 
to attractins attention or inte~est. 
There aro. ho~~ver, many aids available to us in 
presenting ouraelveco to the public. 
the public .ts naturally trusting. 
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:rn the first place, 
People these days are 
also better i.nformed, and more sophisticated than they once 
we.re. 
,!1eans of Promoting Public Understanding 
People ih general are willing to respond if treated 
with respect, and we have the solid ground cf our past fuir 
or generous treatment upon which to build. Institutional 
advertiuing has been a big help in the past, and then, c:1 
factor not to be overlooked, there is the natural loyalty 
of an individual to· an agent or a compuny with whom he has 
clone business. 'l'hi~ loyalty is at. times surprising, but it 
most certainly exiata and can be of grc~t help, if it ia 
recogni:zi:ed • 
.Faw policyholders realize that the insurance i.ndus-
t.ry provides a reservoi.r from which all draw protection. 
Thia reservoir i~ made Jup of assets and surplu:J of all the 
comptJnies doing business and everyone should be shown that 
all this money is not accumulated just for selfish gain, 
but to provide t.ha t reae:rvo1r protection for all'! 1~n in-
dividual should be led to realize that it is his obligation 
to help protect that reservoir from unwarranted dissipation 
by means of unfair, unjust, or fraudulent claims. 
Most cornmunication between the insurance company 
and the public·hna been through the medium of the insured.'a 
agent, company soliciting representatives, and claim ad-
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J uaters. Xn general# tlieae people do 1)0~ have a complete 
enough education 0£ the insuranoe .industJ:y aa a \fbole co 
promote the proJ?$r uilderst.and1ng that i.a neeesaary. 
lt seem.a 1m"ratJ.ve that arty attempt to infoJ:ftl smd 
Lnetruct the public muiJt. be more tbal'A just a public J:ela-
tJ.ona pz:ogrom to 0011v1nce everyone that everything that .. 
insurance ~nies and agenta do is rnou.vated by interest 
in the publJ.a welfare •. A campaign w ed~~te people about 
the tunotJ.o~ of the i.naurance business libould be tied•in 
with someth.t.ng concrete wh~ch people can recogniae as 
directly a£fecti11g th~11. 
lt seems logical that the segment of our society 
with the largest economic •take in this whole problem .. .rould 
make a concerted and concentrated effort to do something 
about it. Such a program. could be a retll aerviee t.o the 
public -- not just a by-produc~ of doing business es a 
lot of aervJ.ce .in the past bas been. It will also give the 
.tns.u:rance business the beat excuse the:y have had in a long 
tinle to explaJ.n J.n practical, easily u1'lderstood terms bow 
the insurance fits into the over-all economic scene., 
Within the rank.a of the insurance industry can be 
found some of the mo~;t. competent b;rain po"Wer in the United 
States. If the ndvertisi.ng world has been able to sell ua 
on ears that cost the price of houses, nnd grow larqer end 
mo:;-e powerful every year1 yes they have sold u.s a ·whole new 
way of life. z certainly believe that with the combined 
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efforts of the insurance industry and the advertising in-
dustry, utilizing the best lines in the abilities of both 
groups the part the insurance industry plays in our econ-
omic life can be brought home forcibly to the public. 
~here never ha$ been a time in the insurance business 
when more depended on the ability of the industry to explain 
its function to the public. If there ever were a time for 
all of us to examine our motives, our cliches, and our 
points of viewf now is that time. Another time. another 
opportunity, may never come to the insurance business as 
we know it now. 
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CONCLUSION 
The preceding sections have been pointing out the 
total economic effect on the entire insurance industry. 
There have been chan9ee since this thesis was started 
that have required me to revi~e .certain sections. 
~t the present time it is possible to buy the com-
prehensive Personal Coverage in a separat1!! poliey, endorsed 
to lHl Auta."nobile Liubili ty Policy, as a part of a Home-
owners• Package Policy or as a part of a combination Resi-
dem:e Policy. There .ts a good possibility that the Com-
bination Residence Policy may be discontinued because of 
less frequent use since tha introduction of the Homeowners• 
Package Policy. 
I hasten to say that the future of the Personal Lia-
bility cove~ega is very bright. However, I do feel that 
the insurance industry must and will have to do eomethinq 
about the broad coverage that is now provided. It has be-
come quite obvious that there is not enough premium in the 
coverage to adequately take care of new hazardm and ex-
posures that have developed since this coverage was last 
broadened. 
irne increase in leisure time of the populace is one 
of tbe major trends that has resulted in the new hazards 
for iwbich there is no premium allowance. There has been 
a notable increase in the number of non-occupational injuries 
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J..n the past tell y~"(lrS., 
It bas ~en apparent, too, that increased leisure w~ll 
permit more time fo.r activities which will undoubtedly re-
sult in higher loss ratios and new It strains" on present 
personal coverages such as our comprehensive Personal Lia-
bility Poliay. 
'l"he most. notable examples of \tihat n~ h~zards have 
been developed beceuse of leisure time arer Sigh speed 
motors for the \'1atar skiing enthusiasts, :t.:n1ekyt\rd wad:tng 
and swimniinSJ P'"°ls, and the so-called t•go-cart" or apeedmo-
bile. 11.e l im1icated previously, there i;;; not enough premium 
to cover these new hnzards yt~t, the bnaic personal liability 
policy does cover t.he.-n. 
After readins current insurance magazines and noting 
the frequency and severity of clni'l.'Mii arisi.D9' from these un-
conte."llpl.ated. hazards., I have reached the conclusion that a 
change in covera9~ and/or prmnium charge must be made soon • 
.In a recent t::mrvey of 25, 151 persone, tt wtH:!I dis-
covei·ed that 3 0% or approximately 7, 000 persons carried 
Comprehensive Personal. Liability coverage compared to 90% 
or approxirn.at.ely 21, 000 person:"' who carried Automobile Lia-
bility coverage. Jud9in9 from those figures, it is evid~nt 
that the $vora9a individual is at least a\-mre of his respon-
eibil.i tie:s townrd his fellow men and especially so with re-
gard to automobile acci.dGnts. The naJ,;d for Automobile Lia-
bili t~l lllz:furanc(l has b<een widaly publicized b~· insurance 
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companies, 3afety co.."'i.'mU.ssiona, newspaper accounts of large 
losses, and Financial Responsibility Laws. The public is 
constantly being reminded of the dangers in con."l.cction with 
automobiles. 
To date, this has not been true of Personal Liability 
Insura11cc. A comparison of the percentages sho~"Il abova in-
dicates the tremendous task which fnces us in educ~ting 
the public about Peroonal Liability .Insurunce. With the 
increasing cost of everything, including the cost of legal 
dcfenne nnd of cln1m~ awarded by tha j urics, the public 1s 
now, mo.i:·e than ever, <rnbject to catastrophe losses which 
may make hope for the future much worae, than the world sit-
uation uppeara to be. For only ten of today•s inflation 
dollarst an individual can protect hi.i.~self from these los-
Gf#l1 and make the future secuxe. 
In view of theae factst there can be no doubt that 
the future for the coverage is bright.. 'Xhe need for the 
covcra9e has alWZlys ~tisted and now the insurance com-
panies are providing n truly comprehenuive answer to this 
nocd. 
I forecnat tbnt within the ne:n:t 25 years this form 
of insurance coverage will be as well known and widely 
purchased as automobile insurance is today. 
